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Abstract. The VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS) is the largest redshift
survey ever conducted with the ESO telescopes. It has used the Very Large Telescope to col-
lect nearly 100, 000 redshifts from the general galaxy population at 0.5 < z < 1.2. With a
combination of volume and high sampling density that is unique for these redshifts, it allows
statistical measurements of galaxy clustering and related cosmological quantities to be obtained
on an equal footing with classic results from local redshift surveys. At the same time, the simple
magnitude-limited selection and the wealth of ancillary photometric data provide a general view
of the galaxy population, its physical properties and the relation of the latter to large-scale struc-
ture. This paper presents an overview of the galaxy clustering results obtained so far, together
with their cosmological implications. Most of these are based on the ∼ 55, 000 galaxies forming
the first public data release (PDR-1). As of January 2015, observations and data reduction are
complete and the final data set of more than 90,000 redshifts is being validated and made ready
for the final investigations.
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1. Motivation, design and status of VIPERS
Statistical measurements of large-scale structure in the galaxy distribution represent

one of the pillars upon which the current “standard” model of cosmology rests. The
power spectrum of this distribution contains a wealth of information on the history of
cosmological fluctuations, which in principle allows precise constraints on cosmological
parameters like the mean density of matter Ωm and the baryon fraction. Additionally,
galaxy clustering has emerged more recently as a powerful means to understand the
origin of the apparent acceleration of cosmic expansion, discovered at the end of the last
century (Riess et al. 1998, Perlmutter et al. 1999). The tiny “baryonic wiggles” in the
shape of the power spectrum are the mark of a specific spatial scale, the remnant of the
sound horizon size at the baryon drag epoch. One of the major discoveries of the past
decade has been that there are enough baryons in the cosmic mixture to influence the
dominant dark-matter fluctuations (Cole et al. 2005; Eisenstein et al. 2005) and leave a
visible signature in the galaxy distribution. Such Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)
represent a formidable standard ruler to measure the expansion history of the Universe
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Figure 1. Pictorial view of the mosaic of 288 VIMOS pointings that cover the VIPERS survey
area, extracted from the survey monitoring web page. At the date of writing this paper (January
2015) all fields have been observed. Colours here indicate where redshifts are already in the
database (red) or data have been reduced and need to be quality checked before final acceptance
(yellow and orange).

H(z), similar to what has been originally done using supernovae (see e.g. Anderson et al.
2014). Additionally, the apparent anisotropy of clustering induced by the contribution
of peculiar velocities to the measured redshifts, what we call Redshift Space Distortions
(RSD, Kaiser 1987), provides us with a precious complementary tool which probes the
growth rate of structure. This key information can break the degeneracy in explaining the
observed expansion history, between the presence of a cosmological constant in Einstein’s
equations or a rather more radical revision of these equations, which we call “modified
gravity”. While RSD are a well-known phenomenon since long, their potential in the
context of understanding the origin of cosmic acceleration has been recognized only in
recent times (Guzzo et al. 2008).

Translating galaxy clustering observations into precise and accurate cosmological mea-
surements, however, requires careful modelling of the effects of non-linear evolution,
galaxy bias (i.e. how galaxies trace mass) and redshift-space distortions themselves.
Galaxy surveys collecting broad samples of the galaxy population with a simple, well-
defined selection function and extensive photometric information are crucial to ease this.
In general, they allow us to play with different classes of tracers of the underlying matter
density field (e.g. red and blue galaxies, groups, clusters), which are differently affected
by the above effects. This has been the case of the two largest surveys of the local Uni-
verse, i.e. the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) and the 2dF Galaxy
Redshift Survey (2dFGRS, Colless et al. 2001).

The VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS) was conceived to extend
this concept, with comparable statistical accuracy, to the z ∼ 1 Universe, pursuing the
following main goals:
• To precisely and accurately measure galaxy clustering up to scales ∼ 100h−1 Mpc at

z ∼ 1 and obtain cosmological constraints from the power spectrum and correlation
function, at an epoch when the Universe was about half its current age.
• To measure the growth of structure through RSD out to z ∼ 1, possibly using

different populations of tracers, as allowed by the broad selection function.
• To characterize the density field at such redshifts, tracing the evolution and non-

linearity of galaxy bias and identifying non-linear structures as groups and clusters.
• To precisely measure statistical properties of the galaxy population (luminosity,

colour, stellar mass) and their relationship with large-scale structure.
To achieve this, VIPERS exploits the unique capabilities of the VIMOS multi-object

spectrograph at the ESO VLT. This is used to measure redshifts for ∼ 105 galaxies over
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Figure 2. The large-scale distribution of galaxies within the two VIPERS survey volumes,
integrated over the declination direction (1.84 and 1.54 degrees thick, respectively for W1 and
W4). The new data are matched to the SDSS main and LRG samples at lower redshift (for
which a 4-degree-thick slice is shown). Note how VIPERS pushes into a new epoch, with detailed
sampling on all scales, similarly to SDSS Main below z ∼ 0.2. Conversely, sparse samples like the
SDSS LRG are excellent statistical probes of the largest scales, but (by design) fail to register
the details of the underlying nonlinear structure.

∼ 24 square degrees and located at 0.5 < z < 1.2. Galaxy targets are selected from the
W1 and W4 fields of the CanadaFranceHawaii Telescope Legacy Survey Wide catalogue
(CFHTLS–Wide), which provides high-quality photometry in five bands (ugriz).† The
survey area is tiled with a mosaic of 288 VIMOS pointings, producing the geometry shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The target sample is magnitude-limited to iAB = 22.5, and further
constrained to z > 0.5 through a thoroughly-tested ugri colour pre-selection (Guzzo et al.
2014). Discarding the z < 0.5 population allows us to nearly double the sampling density
within the high-redshift volume of interest, reaching an average sampling > 40%. At the
same time, the area and depth correspond to a volume of 5× 107 h−3 Mpc3, comparable
to that of the 2dFGRS at z ∼ 0 (Colless et al. 2001). Such a combination of sampling
and volume is unique among redshift surveys at z > 0.5. VIPERS has used 372 hours of
multi-object spectroscopy, plus 68.5 hours of pre-imaging, corresponding to an effective
total investment of about 55 nights of VLT time. These and more details on the survey

† http://terapix.iap.fr/rubrique.php?id rubrique=252
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Figure 3. Redshift-space two-point correlation function over the full 0.5 < z < 1.0 range,
from the VIPERS PDR-1 catalogue. Left: ξ(rp , π), showing the well-defined signature of linear
redshift distortions, i.e. the oval shape of the contours (de la Torre et al., 2013). Right: the
projected correlation function wp (rp ), obtained by integrating ξ(rp , π) along the π direction, for
W1 and W4 fields separately and for the total sample. These are compared to the best-fitting
Cold Dark Matter model for the mass (dotted line, prediction using the HALOFIT code, Smith
et al. 2003). The shaded area corresponds to the 1−σ error corridor, computed from the scatter
in the measurements of a large set of mock surveys, custom built for VIPERS (see de la Torre
et al. 2013).

construction and the properties of the sample can be found in Guzzo et al. (2014) and
Garilli et al. (2014).

2. The cosmic web at 0.5 < z < 1.2
The simplest, yet striking result of a redshift survey like VIPERS can be appreciated

in the the maps of the galaxy distribution shown in Fig. 2. The comparison of the two
VIPERS wedges to the data of the local Universe evidences the remarkable combination of
volume and dynamical range (in terms of scales sampled), which is a unique achievement
of VIPERS at these redshifts. The two slices are about 2 degrees thick and display with
great detail the cellular structure with which we have become familiar from local surveys
and numerical simulations, but at an epoch when the Universe was about half its current
age and for which no such detailed and extended map existed so far.

3. Redshift-space clustering and the growth of structure
One of the original goals of VIPERS is the measurement of the amplitude and anisotropy

of the redshift-space two-point correlation function at redshift approaching unity. ξ(rp , π)
and the corresponding projected function wp(rp) from the first data release (PDR-1) cat-
alogue are shown in the two panels of Fig. 3 (de la Torre et al. 2013). As we discuss in
detail in that paper, crucial for these measurements is an accurate knowledge of several
ancillary pieces of information from the survey, such as the photometric and spectro-
scopic angular selection masks, the target sampling rate and the spectroscopic success
rate. These allow us to assign a weight to every observed galaxy in the survey to correct
for the overall incompleteness introduced by the different observational limitations. When
the goal is to push systematic effects to percent values, this is not a trivial operation and
very subtle effects need to be accounted for (see e.g. Pezzotta et al., these proceedings).
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Figure 4. The growth rate of structure at z ∼ 0.8 estimated from the VIPERS PDR-1 data
(de la Torre et al. 2013). This is expressed as the product fσ8 and compared to a compilation
of recent measurements, respectively from 2dFGRS (Hawkins et al. 2003), 2SLAQ (Ross et al.
2007), VVDS (Guzzo et al. 200)8, SDSS LRG (Cabre & Gaztanaga 2009), WiggleZ (Blake et al.
2011), BOSS (Reid et al. 2012) and 6dFGS, (Beutler et al. 2012). Model predictions correspond
to GR in a ΛCDM model with WMAP9 parameters (solid), while the dashed, dotted, and
dot-dashed curves are respectively Dvali-Gabadaze-Porrati (dashed, Dvali et al. 2000), f (R)
(dotted), and coupled dark energy (dot-dashed) model expectations. For these latter two models,
the analytical growth rate predictions from Di Porto et al. (2012) have been used.

The fingerprint of RSD is evident in the flattening of ξ(rp , π) along the line-of-sight
direction (left panel of Fig. 3). The right panel shows the projected correlation function
wp(rp), obtained by projecting ξ(rp , π) along the line-of-sight direction, for the full PDR-
1 data and for W1 and W4 separately. The agreement in shape and amplitude of these
two independent sets is remarkable, although for r > 10 h−1 Mpc the measurement from
W4 drops more rapidly.

Modelling ξ(rp , π), we have obtained a first estimate of the mean growth rate of struc-
ture at an effective redshift z = 0.8, fσ8 = 0.47 ± 0.08 (de la Torre et al. 2013). Our
measurement, conventionally expressed as the product of the growth rate f with the rms
amplitude of matter fluctuations, σ8 , is compared to a selection of literature results and
models in Fig. 4, where the models have been self-consistently normalised to the Planck
estimate of σ8 . The VIPERS value is in agreement with the predictions of general rela-
tivity within the current error bars. We expect the final VIPERS catalogue to push the
error bars down to ∼ 10%, or to allow splitting the measurement into two bins with error
comparable with the current one. We are also exploring the combined use of different
tracers of RSD (e.g. blue and LRG galaxies, or groups – see Mohammad et al., these
proceedings), as a way to reduce statistical and systematic errors, a specific advantage
allowed by the high sampling and broad selection function of VIPERS.

4. Constraints on cosmological parameters at z ∼ 1
4.1. Counts-in-cells two-point statistics: the Clustering Ratio

Complementarily to computing directly the likelihood of the observed correlation function
against a Λ-CDM model, in Bel et al. (2014), we applied a novel statistics based on the
combination of two-point quantities, the clustering ratio ηg,R . This statistics is defined
by smoothing the density field in spheres of a given radius R and then computing the
ratio of the correlation function of the smoothed field on a multiple of this scale, ξ(nR),
and its variance σ2(R) (Bel & Marinoni 2014) . This is an indirect probe of the power
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spectrum shape, which in the linear regime is by definition insensitive to linear bias and
linear redshift-space distortions of the specific galaxy tracers. In Bel et al. (2014), ηg,R

has been applied to the PDR-1 data, pushing it to mildly non-linear scales, verifying the
impact of non-linearities and of the survey mask through our set of mock samples. The
results show the robustness of this statistics, thanks to its definition as a ratio of quantities
that are similarly affected by non-linearities, redshift distortions and bias. At an effective
redshift z = 0.93, we use R = 5 h−1 Mpc and n = 3 to estimate ηg,R (15) = 0.141±0.013.
Assuming the best available priors on H0 , ns and baryon fraction in a flat ΛCDM scenario,
this yields a value Ωm,0 = 0.270+0.029

−0.025 for the current mean density parameter. This
agrees very well with an estimate at z � 0.3 performed with the same technique on the
SDSS-LRG sample (Bel & Marinoni 2014). The two measurements together produce a
combined estimate Ωm,0 = 0.274±0.017. The clustering ratio is now being tested against
its ability to detect the specific spectral feature of massive neutrinos, with promising
results (Bel et al. 2015, in preparation).

4.2. The VIPERS three-dimensional power spectrum
The power spectrum in Fourier-space provides a complementary view to the correlation
function of the spatial distribution of galaxies. Ideally, in Fourier space one could estimate
the power spectrum in bins corresponding to independent wave modes k. In practice,
the survey geometry and mask, especially in cases like VIPERS when the size in one
direction is significantly smaller than the other two, give rise to a window function in
Fourier-space which damps the power and couples modes. The specific window function
must be accurately accounted for to compare models with the observations.

We present the VIPERS monopole power spectrum measurement in Rota et al (2015;
see also these proceedings). To account for the variation in galaxy bias over the extended
redshift range of VIPERS, we split the sample into two redshift bins 0.6 � z � 0.9 and
0.9 � z � 1.1. The power spectra are shown in the left panel of Fig. 5. To properly
compare the measurements to theory, we must model the window functions separately
for the two fields and the two redshift bins. We carry out a joint likelihood analysis of
the four measurements containing the galaxy bias in each sample, the matter density
and the baryon fraction. We compare the constraints found from the full sample 0.6 �
z � 1.1 with those derived from the joint analysis of the two redshift sub samples, as
shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. We find that the degeneracy in the Ωm − fB plane
is considerably lessened by splitting the sample into two redshift ranges. In Rota et al
(2015) we explicitly show that the systematic dependence of the likelihood on the choice
of the maximum wave number kmax to be included, is weaker for the high-redshift bin,
where clustering is more linear. This bin is also providing a much tighter statistical
constraint on the two considered quantities, driving the global likelihood contours. The
right panel of Fig. 5 can be directly compared to Fig. 24 in Cole et al. (2005), to notice
how the constraining power of VIPERS, under the same assumptions, is similar to that of
the 2dFGRS at low redshift. When, in analogy to the clustering ratio measurement, we
include the best available priors on H0 , ns (from Planck) and Ωbh

2 (from BBN), we
obtain a value Ωm,0 = 0.272+0.027

−0.030 . This agrees within 1% with the result obtained on the
same PDR-1 data with the clustering ratio (based on counts-in-cells). Such an agreement
between two estimates in Fourier and configuration space is not at all obvious, given the
way systematic effects can enter these computations.

4.3. The combined CFHTLS-VIPERS power spectrum
The VIPERS targeting algorithm may be extended over the full ∼ 130 square degree
area of the CFHTLS photometric sample. Thus, by combining the three-dimensional
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Figure 5. Left: Estimates of the three-dimensional power spectrum of the galaxy distribution
from the VIPERS data. The four curves correspond to two redshift bins for the two separated
fields W1 and W4, which have slightly different window functions. Right: corresponding con-
straints on the mean matter density and baryonic fraction. This plot can be directly compared
to that at z ∼ 0.1 from the 2df galaxy survey by Cole et al. (2005). See Rota et al. (2015) for
details.

clustering from VIPERS with a projected clustering measurements from CFHTLS, we
may improve the constraining power of the two individual surveys.

In this spirit, in a work that pre-dated the 2013 results from the PDR-1, we mea-
sured the projected power spectrum of the CFHTLS using the VIPERS target selec-
tion at 0.5 < z < 1.2 (Granett et al. 2012). The redshift distribution from an early
VIPERS catalogue was then used to deproject the angular distribution and directly es-
timate the three-dimensional power spectrum. Using a maximum likelihood estimator,
we obtained an estimate of the galaxy linear bias for a VIPERS-like sample, on scales
k < 0.2h−1 Mpc averaged over 0.5 < z < 1.2, bg = 1.38± 0.05 (assuming σ8 = 0.8). This
agrees well with the more recent direct estimate from the PDR-1 sample, shown in Fig. 6
for three different redshift slices (Di Porto et al. 2014). Considering three photometric
redshift slices, and marginalising over the bias factors while keeping other Λ-CDM pa-
rameters fixed, we find a value Ωm = 0.30±0.06 for the matter density parameter. These
measurements were then used to constrain separately the total neutrino mass

∑
mν and

the effective number of neutrino species Neff (Xia et al. 2012). The combination of our
CFHTLS-VIPERS power spectrum with WMAP7 and a prior on the Hubble constant
provided an upper limit of

∑
mν < 0.29 eV and Neff = 4.17+1.62

−1.26 (2σ confidence levels).
Combining with other large scale structure probes further improves these constraints,
showing the complementarity of higher-redshift samples such as CFHTLS to other cos-
mological probes of the neutrino mass (see Granett et al. 2012 and Xia et al. 2012 for
details).

5. Density field reconstruction, biasing and higher-order correlations
5.1. Evolution and non-linearity of galaxy bias

We already mentioned the recent paper based on the PDR-1 data set (Di Porto et al.
2014), in which we have studied the biasing relation and its nonlinearity over the redshift
range covered by VIPERS. This analysis is based on an improved version of the method
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Figure 6. Evolution of the linear bias parameter (bottom) and of the bias non-linearity (top),
for luminous galaxies in the VIPERS survey (circles), compared to previous measurements from
the zCOSMOS survey (squares, Kovač et al. 2011). See Di Porto et al. (2014) for details.

originally proposed and developed by Dekel & Lahav (1999) and Sigad et al. (2000). It
entails estimating the 1-point PDF of galaxies from counts in cells of a given size and,
assuming a model for the mass PDF, inferring the full bias relation. We detect small ( <∼ 3
%), but significant deviations from linear bias, with the mean biasing function being close
to linear in regions above the mean density. The linear bias parameter increases both
with luminosity and with redshift, with a strong bias evolution only for z > 0.9, in
agreement with some, but not all, previous studies. Fig. 6 shows the trend with redshift
of the linear bias b̂ and the bias non-linearity b̃/b̂, compared to the previous result from
zCOSMOS Kovač et al. (2011). For the first time out to z = 1, a significant increase of
the bias with scale, from 4 to 8 h−1 Mpc, is also seen. The amount of nonlinearity in
the bias depends on redshift, luminosity and scale, but no monotonic trend is detected.
The VIPERS results demonstrate that the observed tension between the zCOSMOS and
VVDS-Deep bias estimates at z ∼ 1 is fully accounted for by cosmic variance.

5.2. Higher-order clustering

Starting from the measured PDF obtained from counts-in-cells, in a very recent paper
(Cappi et al., 2015), we have measured the volume-averaged two-, three- and four-point
correlation functions and the normalised skewness S3g and kurtosis S4g . This work is
based on volume-limited subsamples of the PDR-1 catalogue and represents the first
measurement of high–order correlation functions at z ∼ 1 obtained from a spectroscopic
survey. We find the expected hierarchical scaling between correlation functions of different
order, over the whole range of scales and redshifts explored. There is no significant
dependence of S3g on luminosity. S3g and S4g do not depend on scale, except beyond
z ∼ 0.9, where they have higher values for R � 10 h−1 Mpc. We show this to be
arising from only one of the two VIPERS fields. Once this is accounted for, neither
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Figure 7. Identifying cosmic voids in the VIPERS PDR-1 W1 volume (see Micheletti et al.
2014 for details). This region includes the largest maximal sphere in the catalogue, which has a
radius of 31 h−1 Mpc. The left-hand panel shows this sphere and the other six maximal spheres
detected in this void region. The right-hand panel shows, in red, the centres of the overlapping
significant spheres that make up the void, other void regions within this area of the survey
are shown in orange. The grey and black points in both panels are the isolated and unisolated
galaxies, respectively.

significant evolution with redshift of these quantities, nor of the variance is detected. The
corresponding values and non-linearity of the bias function agree with the independent
analysis of the same data set by Di Porto et al. (2014).

6. Cosmic voids
VIPERS probes the galaxy density field to z ∼ 1 with unprecedented fidelity, allowing

us to experiment with additional tests of cosmological and galaxy formation models.
Cosmic voids are one such promising probe, still being scrutinised as to evaluate their real
potential beyond possible systematics. Void statistics and profiles have gained popularity
in recent times, thanks to the increased volumes sampled by redshift surveys (e.g. Sutter
et al. 2012). The specific sampling of a redshift survey, i.e. its “resolution” in defining
cosmic structures into the non-linear regime, however, is another important ingredient in
order to properly define void catalogues. VIPERS, despite its nearly 2D “slice” geometry
is one such survey, where the sampling density is nearly two orders of magnitude higher
than surveys of much larger volume reaching similar redshifts (as e.g. the WiggleZ survey,
Drinkwater et al. 2010).

Voids have been identified in VIPERS over the range 0.55 < z < 0.9, using search
method based upon the identification of empty spheres that fit between galaxies, as
shown in Fig. 7. This allows us to characterise cosmic voids despite the presence of
complex survey boundaries and internal gaps. The void size distribution and the void-
galaxy correlation function are found to agree well with the equivalent functions in Λ-
CDM mock catalogues. Details can be found in Micheletti et al. (2014). The anisotropy
of the void-galaxy cross correlation function indicates that galaxies are outflowing from
voids. Modelling this can be used to put loose constraints on the growth rate of structure
(see Hawken et al., this proceedings).

7. The interplay of large-scale structure and galaxy properties
7.1. Dependence of clustering on galaxy luminosity and stellar mass

The dependence of galaxy clustering on the luminosity and stellar mass of the galaxy
tracers is a well-established effect at low redshifts (e.g. Norberg et al. (2001). At z ∼ 1
results have been so far less conclusive, although both DEEP-2 (Coil et al. 2006) and
VVDS-Deep (Pollo et al. 2006) suggest a steepening of the two-point correlation function,
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Figure 8. The dependence of clustering on galaxy luminosity (B-band absolute magnitude) as
seen in VIPERS, compared to previous measurements at low and high redshift. The best-fit
values of the correlation length r0 and slope γ, for a power-law fit to the two-point correlation
function, are plotted for three redshift slices of the PDR-1 catalogue.

when compared to local samples. This analysis has been repeated on the PDR-1 catalogue
by Marulli et al. (2013) and the resulting dependence on luminosity is shown in Fig. 8. In
the figure, the amplitude and slope derived from the projected function wp(rp) are plotted
and confronted with previous results. While the trend of r0 seems to be consistent among
surveys, both at low and high redshift, the strong steepening evidenced by VVDS-Deep
at z ∼ 1 (large value of γ, right panel), is not confirmed by the VIPERS data (green
circles). In Marulli et al. (2013) we see similar trends when samples are selected based
on ranges of stellar mass. In the same paper we provide a thorough discussion of the
difficulties and biases that are intrinsic in studies of the clustering dependence on stellar
mass, when using data that are flux-limited in origin.

7.2. Reconstruction of the galaxy density field
Properly accounting for the correlations between intrinsic galaxy properties and their
spatial distribution can lead to improved estimates of the underlying matter clustering
statistics and tighter constraints on cosmological parameters. To carry out a joint analy-
sis, considering full covariances, we have recently turned to Bayesian methods (Granett
et al. 2015). We have modelled the VIPERS galaxy counts as a function of luminosity
and colour with a multivariate Gaussian distribution parameterised by the matter power
spectrum, matter density, galaxy number density and galaxy bias. The high-dimensional
parameter space is explored with Monte Carlo Gibbs sampling using the Wiener filter to
reconstruct the density field. The Markov chain provides simultaneous reconstructions
of the redshift-space density field and power spectrum as well as the galaxy biasing and
luminosity functions. A slice through the galaxy distribution is shown in Fig. 9 alongside
a Wiener density field reconstruction. The results of the Bayesian analysis, fully account-
ing for the covariances between galaxy properties and environment, give constraints on
redshift-space clustering and galaxy intrinsic properties consistent with the individual
VIPERS analyses, building a coherent picture of the cosmic density field (Granett et al.
2015).

8. Conclusions
VIPERS is the first redshift survey reaching beyond z = 1 while providing simultane-

ously volume and sampling that are comparable to the best surveys of the local Universe.
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Figure 9. VIPERS cone diagrams for the fields W1 (top) and W4 (bottom). The left panels
show the redshift-space positions of observed galaxies. The marker colour indicates the blue
or red colour class and the marker size scales with B-band luminosity. The depth of the slice
is 10 h−1 Mpc. The orange line traces the field boundaries cut in the redshift direction at
0.6 < z < 1.0. At right we show a slice of the density field taken from one step in the Markov
chain. It represents the anisotropic Wiener reconstruction from the weighted combination of
galaxy tracers. The field is filled with a constrained Gaussian realisation. The field has been
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with full-width-half-max 10 h−1 Mpc. The colour scale gives
the over-density value.

We are currently (January 2015) in the phase of validating the last ∼ 35, 000 redshifts
collected during the just concluded, final observing season. These will bring the final
redshift sample close to 90,000 redshifts, out of ∼ 95, 000 targeted galaxies (plus 2500
contaminating stars). This completed sample will be used to produce definitive results
on several of the large-scale structure investigations described here. In addition, it will
enable specific new analyses, which have been waiting for the largest possible survey
volume. These include, e.g., the construction of a group/cluster catalogue (Iovino et al.,
in preparation) or the combination of weak lensing and RSD.

The parallel, very important results obtained with the VIPERS PDR-1 data in the field
of galaxy evolution have not been discussed in this review, which focuses on large-scale
structure. Among these, the precise measurement of the stellar mass function evolution
over the 0.5 < z < 1.2 range needs to be mentioned. This study benefits of the large
volume sampled by VIPERS, to provide an unprecedented sampling of the massive end
at z ∼ 1 (Davidzon et al. 2013). Also, a thorough study of the evolution of the Colour-
Magnitude diagram and the galaxy luminosity function over the same range has been
instead presented in Fritz et al. (2012).

Finally, VIPERS has distinguished itself for a very early public release of more than
half of the survey data (the PDR-1 catalogue), in October 2013, i.e. only six months
after submission of the first series of scientific papers. A similar policy will be followed
for the complete survey data, for which we foresee a public distribution in 2016 (please
monitor the survey web site, http://vipers.inaf.it, for related announcements). As
a consequence, we expect (and encourage), a large number of further and important
analyses, both on large-scale structure and galaxy evolution, to be produced by the
scientific community at large.
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